
Invasive Species Rock/Paper/Scissors 

 This game is based on the Rock-Paper-Scissors game and will allow students to experience the effects of invasive 

species, both on an ecosystem and the native species within it.  

Materials 

 Large paper clips (a variety of colors is fun), 2 for each student

 Playing area where students are able to move around

 Invasive Species cards (Red)

 Species at Risk cards (Green

 Species at Risk sheet with list of Idaho species that are: species of concern, threatened or endangered

1. PRIOR TO THE GAME - Students are all given a species at risk identity. They should research their species, preferably

before the game so they can identify what is important in their species’ habitat and why their species is in trouble.

Students should be made aware their species are native to Idaho and have adaptations that allow them to survive

best in certain areas within North America or Idaho itself. Group sharing is an option to allow students to talk about

their fish, bird, amphibian, reptile, mammal or plant. This approach allows the class to internalize the challenges

facing native organisms and the variety of organisms affected while making others aware of their species’ dilemma.

o http://fishandgame.idaho.gov/public/docs/compWildStrategy/appendixB.pdf

o http://www.blm.gov/style/medialib/blm/id/wildlife/sensitive_species.Par.71825.File.dat/Sensitive_Species_

list_for_WEBSITE_508.pdf

2. All students begin the game as Native Species at Risk. Students each receive a green Species at Risk card with 2

paper clips representing their life and the life of their offspring (their species’ future). Before the game commences

have students look around them and visualize the diversity of Native Species.

3. Students should all be familiar with Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS), but review the rules to this activity (Rock beats

Scissors, Scissors beat Paper, Paper beats Rock) and instruct students they will use this throughout the Biodiversity

Game. Students may do one round of RPS or more, dependent on the teacher’s wishes and time available.

4. OPTION: Should the teacher wish to incorporate other curriculum strands such as math, a student or the teacher

can record the number of Native and Invasive Species at the start and every couple of minutes after to create a chart

from which graphs can be derived.

Time (minutes) # of Native Species # of Invasive Species 

Start 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

5. PLAYING THE GAME: All participants are given a Native Species card and will represent that species to start the

game.

6. At a signal from the teacher students begin by choosing an opponent and playing RPS. Winners collect one paper clip

from the loser.
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7. When a player loses all of their paper clips they become an Invasive Species. The new Invasive Species must go to

the teacher who will hand them an Invasive Species card (red) to hold. The student will place this card over their

green Native Species card.

8. Invasive Species players have an advantage.

o Should they win RPS over a Native Species player they collect 2 paper clips.

o Should the Invasive Species player lose the RPS they must only take 1 paper clip from the Native Species

player.

9. Invasive vs. Invasive – winners only receive 1 paper clip.

10. Should an Invasive Species lose all of their paper clips, they must keep playing but can only target Native Species

players until they win a paper clip.

11. The game ends when all of the players become Invasive Species (teacher must keep track of number of students and

number of Invasive Species cards they’ve handed out). Players can tally their paper clips to find out which Invasive

Species had the most impact on the classroom ecosystem.

12. Play the game a few times to allow students to experience how quickly ecosystems can be impacted by Invasive

Species if not helped by us.

13. If desired students can research their Invasive Species and introduce them to the class.

Learning Outcomes: Students should be able to empathize and internalize the challenges facing Native Species, and 

recognize the threat that Invasive Species pose to our native ecosystems. Results of graphing data can be used to show 

students how rapidly this Invasive takeover can occur and should stimulate questions as to why this happens and what 

can be done about it.  

What should my class discover about Invasive Species during their discussions/research? 

- Invasive Species are non-native and don’t belong in the ecosystems they’ve been brought to.

- Humans are responsible for their introduction

- Invasive Species have the advantage that nothing in their new surroundings wants to eat or use them, and they are

free to reproduce and multiply rapidly.

- Some Invasive Species can out-compete existing native organisms for resources and cause these natives to

disappear.

- Some Invasive Species have defenses like chemicals or spines that native carnivores and herbivores haven’t evolved

to overcome. This leaves the Invasives without natural enemies to control their numbers.

- Invasives have a huge effect on native biodiversity.
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